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To my fellow advocates of a
thriving rural future:

The Rural Futures Institute at the University
of Nebraska recently hosted Shelley McKinley,
General Manager of Technology and Corporate
Responsibility at Microsoft. The visit began as an
exploration of rural broadband but culminated in
so much more: a rich discussion of technology as
a systemic solution to help people everywhere take
advantage of all the Fourth Industrial Revolution
offers. In today’s world, the reality is that without
broadband connection for everyone, we will all
suffer losses and miss opportunities, whether we
live in small towns or big cities.
Not so long ago, we could only imagine a world
where artificial intelligence (AI) apps help the
blind “see.” Where wearable technology detects
atrial fibrillation and doctors base treatment on
diagnostic holograms from thousands of miles
away. Where machines automatically gather billions
of data points unfathomable to the human brain
and produce illuminating reports that revolutionize
policymaking. It is all within our reach, and we
need to look to future technologies for the sake of
America’s health, renewal and survival — in both
rural and urban communities.
In rural America, a higher level of technological
connection is needed now more than ever. Rural
populations are dwindling and, although progress
has been made, in some locations hospitals are
closing, educational opportunities are shrinking
and businesses are shutting down or migrating to
urban areas.

energizing future. It can help dissolve boundaries
between diverse populations and provide access to
ideas, expertise, knowledge and data we all need
to thrive. The challenge of rural internet connection
begins as a local issue, but it ends as a global
issue encompassing the interdependence of all
human beings. Rural Nebraska has much to offer
humanity’s journey toward greater achievement —
and much to learn.
The time we shared with Shelley underscored our
ability and need as a society to reach beyond
normal boundaries. The Rural Futures Institute is
in a unique position to help, to serve as convener
and catalyst to strengthen communities throughout
rural America, our nation and the world. Today’s
leaders, rural and urban, need our support, and we
must prepare a new generation of leaders who act
in the best interests of all.
I am thrilled to present to you in this report many of
the ideas that came out of this experience.
Whatever your connection to rural communities,
I challenge you to read this report and carefully
consider how we all might expand our thinking
about what’s possible — as well as how you, your
organization and your community might lead and
participate. If there’s one thing we learned during
this time with Shelley, it’s this: It will take all of us
— rural and urban, young and old, rich and poor,
all nationalities, genders and abilities, to create a
sustainable future of abundance for all.

Technology is an incredible tool that can help solve
these challenges and others by disrupting current
models and providing opportunities to ignite
growth. Technology can offer resources, services
and human connections needed to take us into an
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Shelley McKinley

General Manager of Technology &
Corporate Responsibility, Microsoft

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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D

uring two and a half days in March 2018, Shelley
McKinley of Microsoft visited the University of
Nebraska (NU) for a series of events and meetings
hosted by the Rural Futures Institute (RFI). McKinley
presented a comprehensive look at national- and
state-level broadband connection and AI in the
United States, first to members of the public and
NU, then in a “think-tank-style” seminar designed
to inspire, inform and incite action among some
of Nebraska’s most savvy broadband internet
advocates and stakeholders.

"”

WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT RURAL AND
URBAN TODAY, WE HAVE THE INTERNET
THAT CONNECTS US ALL. AT LEAST THAT
CONNECTS US WHO HAVE ACCESS.
— Shelley McKinley
The conversation began as a technical discussion
of broadband internet connection, where there is a
significant gap within rural communities compared
to urban areas. Nearly a third of rural populations
do not have enough signal strength to effectively
take advantage of the services available to others.
This is creating a huge deficit in rural communities,
and a lack of connection in rural areas affects urban
areas in ways we are just learning.
Microsoft has spent many hours and dollars pursuing
solutions to this technical problem through its fiveyear Airband Initiative, research into broadband
white spaces and ongoing advancements in artificial
intelligence. During the course of this work, the
company realized a fact that RFI coincidentally
shifted its focus to in early 20171 — solutions
need to be much more than technical (focusing on
hardware and software: high-tech), they also need
to be human (focusing on people: high-touch). In
fact, what matters most is not new technology, but
how human beings everywhere will benefit from
equal access to technology. Individuals who have
a broadband connection with fast and efficient
upload and download of data can take advantage of

1.

services that improve their lives in important areas,
especially healthcare, jobs, economic development
and education. It is for these reasons that the
conversation must evolve from a discussion about
technology to a discussion about people.
Given the challenges on the path to widespread,
equal broadband connection, there are many areas
of need that must be addressed, not the least of
which are:
▸▸ Forward-thinking leaders who have the knowledge
and resolve to guide communities to realistic and
actionable technology solutions, now and into the
future.
▸▸ Internet access available to everyone within
diverse populations, not just locations.
▸▸ Going beyond rural areas and issues to collaborate
with urban communities.
▸▸ Better data and ways to process and use it to finetune technology solutions, so they truly meet the
needs they are designed for.
While this report is being prepared, the dialogue
is continuing between Microsoft and RFI, and the
wheels are already in motion on developments
furthering the broadband connection and AI agenda.
Microsoft and other companies and institutions
across the U.S. and the world are finding ways to
solve the issues surrounding rural broadband and
future technology, in part by providing models,
knowledge and inspiration that can be iterated and
scaled to fit communities everywhere.
The University of Nebraska, through RFI, is
bringing these advantages to Nebraska at
local and state levels with events such as this
one, as well as by connecting communities,
government agencies and private enterprises
inside and outside of Nebraska to help
them build the forward-thinking, inclusive
communities we all need for our world to
thrive.

Rural Futures Institute Strategic Plan. July 2017. Accessible via ruralfutures.nebraska.edu/about
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SETTING THE STAGE:

WHY RURAL? WHY NOW?
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I

n order to start, it is necessary to understand the
status of rural areas and broadband connection.
In recent years, rural America has risen to the
forefront of politics, economics, social justice,
leadership, mental health and much more. In 2016,
then-presidential-candidate Donald Trump elevated
rural America in the national narrative, and rural
voters helped him win the election. The presidential
report on the rural U.S. in 2017 demonstrates
the importance of rural communities to our entire
nation and includes discussion of key challenges,
opportunities and advancements that both affect
and are affected by rural America.
In spite of a focus on rural communities and their
needs over the past few decades, efforts to improve
health care, business and education in our nation’s
small towns have garnered only moderate overall
success in scattered areas. And then, in the past
several years, a profound advancement in technology
provided more hope than ever for the growth of rural
America: broadband internet connection.
In communities where strong broadband networks
are found, internet connection provides access
to education, online health care, remote careers,
economic development resources and much more.
The benefits of broadband connection allow residents
to stay in their hometowns or move to rural areas for

the first time. Connection helps people — and their
communities — thrive and grow.
Notwithstanding this great advancement, a daunting
technical problem stands in the way: too many rural
Americans still can’t get a reliable internet connection
— or they get none at all. As Microsoft reports,
based on a Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) 2014 Broadband Progress Report, 34 million
Americans still lack broadband internet connection.
Of those, 23.4 million live in rural areas.

HOW FAST IS FAST ENOUGH?
The FCC, in its 2018 Broadband
Deployment Report, listed current
fixed broadband benchmarks—
upload and download speeds in
megabits per second (Mbps) needed
for consumers to run common
applications: 25 Mbps download, 3
Mbps upload.
Approximately 14 million rural
Americans and 1.2 million Americans
living on Tribal lands still lack mobile
LTE broadband at speeds of 10 Mbps
download, 3 Mbps upload.
5

Some rural residents can’t afford commercial
internet connection services. Some of those who can
afford it live in places so remote there simply has
been no way to connect, or connection is too spotty
or slow to be used for services such as online classes,
businesses or health care. This keeps rural citizens
from gaining access to resources that are infusing
the rest of the world with energy and potential.
For these and other reasons, the Rural Futures
Institute and many others have recognized
broadband connection as a critical focus for the
future of rural communities. And, as it turns out,
what’s good for rural is literally good for everyone.
The Hudson Institute, a global research institute
in Washington, D.C., in its study, The Economic
Impact of Rural Broadband, proved rural broadband
services have a major impact on the nation’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). The study showed that 66
percent of the $24.1 billion in economic activity rural
telecommunications services generate accrues to
the benefit of urban areas. Of the jobs created by the
rural broadband industry, 54 percent are in urban
areas. A quote from the study: “If broadband had
the same reach in rural areas as it does in urban
areas, [online] retail sales would have been at least
$1 billion higher” in 2015.

Here are a few examples of ways a strong rural
broadband network benefits jobs in urban
communities, according to Raul L. Katz in his chapter
of Digitized Labor:
▸▸ Construction of broadband networks provides
both rural and urban jobs.
▸▸ Rural broadband allows urban businesses to
expand into rural areas with new online sales and
can even provide enough of a rural customer base
to support entirely new urban businesses.
▸▸ Rural workers offer an expanded, less-expensive
workforce to urban businesses.
▸▸ Urban business expansion using a rural workforce
also creates new urban jobs.
In recent years, state and national organizations and
individuals have moved this discussion of broadband
connection forward, making a concerted effort to
6

"”

RURAL BROADBAND SERVICES ARE A
NECESSARY INPUT IN AN ECONOMY
WHERE THE ABILITY TO COMPLETE
A TRANSACTION ELECTRONICALLY
HAS BECOME INDISPENSABLE. THE
ECONOMIC IMPACT WOULD BE GREATER
IF BROADBAND WAS MORE WIDESPREAD
AND AS AVAILABLE IN RURAL AREAS AS
IT IS IN URBAN AREAS.
— Hanns Kuttner, Hudson Institute
determine how to solve the problem of connection
and improve the future of rural areas.
Corporate America jumped on the bandwagon with
studies, initiatives and plans to broaden broadband
access from coast to coast. Microsoft, in alignment
with other corporate advocates across the nation,
has led an effort to bring the internet to everyone
through its Airband Initiative. With the new
technologies being developed, it is now technically
possible to connect nearly all rural residents and
companies in the U.S.
Nebraska is the 39th most-connected state in the
United States according to Broadband Now with
16 percent of the state still underserved. And it has
become apparent that even Nebraska communities
with strong broadband networks may be unable
to turn that connection into a meaningful cultural
evolution with enough certainty and clarity to reach
and sustain their goals. Connection isn’t enough
to improve the well-being of rural communities.
Communities also need leadership and action
plans to turn technology into a resource that
helps human beings.
In fact, the relatively slow development of broadband
connection in some areas mirrors other hurdles rural
communities across the U.S. have struggled with over
the past couple of decades since the push to revitalize
rural communities began. Isolation, lack of finances,
slow-growing or shrinking populations, even a simple

From left: Connie Reimers-Hild, Ph.D., Interim Executive Director & Chief Futurist, Rural Futures Institute at
the University of Nebraska; Shelley McKinley, General Manager of Technology & Corporate Responsibility,
Microsoft; Hank Bounds, Ph.D., President, University of Nebraska.

perception that cities are the place to go for success,
among other things, have limited rural growth and
have kept the world from benefitting from what rural
communities and rural residents have to offer.
It has to be different in the future. We all stand to
lose too much if we don’t continue our search for
ways to help rural communities thrive. As shown by
the Hudson Institute, rural America is so interlinked
with the health and well-being of all America that
rural improvement of all types should be a focus for
all Americans. Urban food growers and policymakers
can learn from agriculture experts in rural Nebraska,
for example. Rural areas may be ideal places to raise
children who suffer from cognitive or psychological
barriers, such as autism, anxiety or depression.
These are just a couple of the many reasons rural
communities and rural broadband are so important
at this moment in history.

"”

IF YOU DON’T HAVE BROADBAND
ACCESS IN COMMUNITIES,
HOW CAN YOU ACTUALLY TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THE OPPORTUNITIES
THAT THE NEW FOURTH INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION BRINGS?
YOU CAN’T.
— Shelley McKinley
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WHERE DOES NU FIT INTO
THE RURAL DIALOGUE?
RFI: Catalyst for Innovation and Opportunity
In and Beyond Rural America
In 2012, NU launched an initiative that would
increase its focus and extend its expertise on rural
areas of the country: the Rural Futures Institute
(RFI). Under the leadership of Founding Executive
Director Chuck Schroeder, RFI stimulated significant
multidisciplinary work on behalf of rural people
and places, resulting in scholarship, partnerships,
connections and tangible results in rural communities.
During the past five years, RFI has not only supported
Nebraska’s rural communities but has forged an
expanded presence for Nebraska on national and
international stages where rural communities are
being studied and new ideas are emerging for using
rural resources to help all communities.
For example:
▸▸ The Japan Society sought out RFI for a rural
innovator exchange because Japan’s federal
government has made rural revitalization a
national priority. Connie Reimers-Hild, Ph.D., RFI
Interim Executive Director and Chief Futurist, is
serving as a futurist and strategic partner in the
society’s effort.
▸▸ RFI presented at Tufts University in Boston,
Mass., about the future of rural America and is
exploring partnerships and exchanges with faculty
researchers and students seeking work within food
systems, as well as university and political leaders
interested in advancing sustainable rural and
urban futures.
RFI’s expansive vision aligns with the two-way,
rural-urban global focus many believe is the key to
the well-being of all communities in this nation and
others going forward. The Institute’s purpose as a
convener and action-oriented thought leader is to
“harness the intellectual energy of the University of
Nebraska and its partners to positively impact the
future of humankind.”
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RFI BELIEF STATEMENTS:
People have the capacity to shape
their own futures.
Communities are not just
localities, but also networked
groups of individuals working
together toward a common goal
and shared purpose.
Leaders are known by their
vision, ideas, energy, passion and
engagement in collective action.
Entrepreneurs are individuals
and communities that combine
strategic foresight and grit to
take action to reach their desired
futures.
Diverse and inclusive leadership
is needed to propel communities
forward.
Our complex future requires
mutual respect and collaboration
between rural and urban regions
and communities.

RFI HAS BROUGHT TOGETHER:

400+

External partners

200+

Rural communities

4,000+

University administrators, faculty,
staff, students

Narrowing the Focus to Technology
In early 2018, RFI met with University of Nebraska
President Hank Bounds to discuss the future of the
Institute. The question was asked: “What is the
most important function of RFI for the well-being
of rural Nebraska?” At that time, due to legislative
budget cuts, many programs throughout the system
were being eliminated or reduced and RFI was no
exception. Now in a post-budget-cut environment,
RFI is laser-focused on the most important, most
compelling needs of rural communities — and the
best opportunities.
During that discussion with President Bounds,
Dr. Reimers-Hild mentioned Microsoft’s recently
launched Airband Initiative, designed to eliminate
the broadband gap in rural America by July 4, 2022.
Could Nebraska get on the map by joining this effort
or in some other way work with Microsoft on parallel
goals?
The University has a long-standing relationship with
Microsoft through several programs, including the
University of Nebraska–Lincoln Raikes School of
Computer Science and Management, named after
Jeff Raikes, a native Nebraskan and former president
of Microsoft’s Business Division. President Bounds
suggested sending a letter to Raikes to see if RFI could
speak with someone at Microsoft about partnership
possibilities. With the help of Anson Fatland, Raikes’
chief of staff, the connection was made.
The result was an introduction to Shelley McKinley,
Microsoft’s general manager of technology and
corporate responsibility. Dr. Reimers-Hild made the
call. She extended an invitation to McKinley to come
to the University of Nebraska–Lincoln campus, share
Microsoft’s achievements and explore potential
collaboration.
“I’m thrilled that we could host Shelley McKinley
to help us think through these issues and how the
University of Nebraska and RFI can maximize the
potential that technology offers,” Bounds said.
“We’re excited to continue to partner creatively
and purposefully with Microsoft and other leading
companies as we work together to build the future
we want for our children and grandchildren.”

"”

TECHNOLOGY IS CENTRAL TO
OUR EFFORTS. ADVANCEMENTS
IN TECHNOLOGY CAN SERVE AS
A GREAT EQUALIZER FOR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, OFFERING ACCESS
AND OPPORTUNITIES TO PEOPLE
NO MATTER THEIR LOCATION.
— Hank Bounds, President, University of Nebraska

and opportunities uncovered during McKinley’s visit
and subsequent strategy conversations. The material
following this section suggests a way forward to
help Nebraska, as well as other rural communities
and states, ensure we reach the same responsible
gap-closing, access-for-everyone goal Microsoft has
committed to: Provide a way for all citizens to connect
to the internet, so we all can thrive as human beings
— and make sure no one is left behind.
The outcomes of these meetings with Microsoft were
in many ways much more than expected.
“I know it seems dramatic, but technology really
could make or break rural America,” Reimers-Hild
said. “Without it, rural communities could become
intellectual, economic and human wastelands. With
updated technology, rural America will not only
thrive in the future, but the rest of the country — dare
I say the world — will benefit in profound ways. That’s
the whole reason RFI has ‘future’ in its name.”

This document presents ideas, connections, focus
9

MICROSOFT & NEBRASKA:
STAKEHOLDERS IN ATTENDANCE
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SHELLEY MCKINLEY

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA

As Microsoft’s general manager of technology and
corporate responsibility, McKinley is responsible for
helping the company reach its goal of eliminating
the broadband gap, as well as focusing on diversity
and environmental sustainability. She has worked at
Microsoft for 13 years, serving in international roles
and leading diverse teams from around the world.
She is an attorney by trade and a personal advocate
of diversity and inclusion, with a special interest in
STEM education for girls.

University administrators, students and faculty
participated. The students, in particular, proved
hungry for information and ideas from McKinley,
especially given her senior-level role in an international
technology company. McKinley praised the students
she interacted with for their engagement and energy
and acknowledged them as the state’s and country’s
future leaders.

Microsoft has become a major advocate of rural
broadband connection in the U.S. through its
Airband Initiative. It is also pursuing solutions using
artificial intelligence, which could solve challenges
of location, accessibility/inclusion and sustainability.
Microsoft’s primary focus is always the people who
use technology.

“Today’s challenges depend on the success of rural
people as never before,” said Susan Fritz, University
of Nebraska Executive Vice President and Provost.
“Together with partners, the University of Nebraska
will continue to support thriving rural communities,
and we can do that best when we partner with
leading companies like Microsoft, who challenge us
to ask not just what is, but what is possible.”

RURAL FUTURES INSTITUTE

COMMUNITY LEADERS

Serving as strategists and conveners, RFI staff led
McKinley’s visit to create value for Microsoft and
attendees. With a focus on leadership, technology
and results, RFI created small, intimate interactions
to facilitate deeper conversations between McKinley
and key stakeholders in broadband and technology.

Representatives of a variety of community
organizations were invited to participate in a thinktank-style seminar, and many others attended
McKinley’s public presentation. Although those
who attended were by no means the only Nebraska
individuals who have a stake in rural broadband, it
was a well-rounded group representing significant
aspects and challenges of Nebraska’s rural
communities. Attendees came from state and
local governments, private broadband provider
companies and healthcare institutions.

Connie Reimers-Hild, RFI Interim Executive Director
and Chief Futurist, served as lead moderator and
convener for the visit. Dr. Reimers-Hild is a researcher,
entrepreneur and leadership consultant who works
to connect a broad array of people and resources to
create high-touch strategies for leaders within our
exponentially high-tech world.
Dr. Helen Fagan, RFI Director of Leadership
Engagement, is an expert in diversity and inclusion
who teaches at the University and consults with
organizations around the world. She served
as facilitator for the working seminar, leading
McKinley and participants through discussion
questions to stimulate interaction and create lists of
responsibilities and actions.

(See list of invitees for all events in Appendix 1.)

"”

WE CAN REALLY ONLY BRIDGE THESE
HUGE DIVIDES IF WE WORK TOGETHER.
HOW DO WE MAKE SURE THAT WE,
AS A SOCIETY, CAN BE BETTER OFF
TOMORROW THAN WE ARE TODAY?
— Shelley McKinley
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GOALS & SCHEDULE OF
EVENTS
Before McKinley arrived, RFI formulated three
primary goals for her visit:
▸▸ Listen and learn, mining Microsoft’s experience in
rural broadband connection for the benefit of rural
communities.
▸▸ Bring Nebraskans with a stake in rural broadband
into the same room with McKinley to explore
possibilities and determine viable next steps.
▸▸ Seek inspiration and opportunities to inject new
energy and purpose into RFI initiatives.
The visit began with a public presentation titled,
“Let’s Connect the World to Change the World,” in
which McKinley shared Microsoft’s vision and its
accomplishments and plans related to broadband

connection and other forward-looking technologies.
At the public meeting, a respected rural Nebraska
broadband provider, Matt Larsen, owner and CEO
of Vistabeam, was invited to share the progressive
and untiring actions his company has taken in
the Scottsbluff, Neb., area to increase broadband
connection and make it profitable. Larsen, a
University of Nebraska–Lincoln graduate, also
shared some of the challenges he and his company
faced as examples of challenges all stakeholders
should be ready to overcome as they seek broader
connection and new technologies.
During the two and a half days, McKinley attended
numerous presentations and meetings with University
faculty, students and administrators to gather

Left: (from left) Shelley McKinley, GM, Microsoft; Peggy Moore, Director of E-Learning, University of Nebraska
Medical Center; Mary Ridder, Commissioner, Nebraska Public Service Commission; Marty Fattig, CEO, Nemaha
County Hospital. Center: McKinley presents “Let’s Connect The World To Change The World” at the Jeffrey S.
Raikes School of Computer Science and Management on the University of Nebraska–Lincoln campus.
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their ideas, understand their thinking and share
Microsoft’s existing programs, accomplishments
and plans. Activities included a high-tech faculty
leadership luncheon with a welcome address by
University of Nebraska Executive Vice President and
Provost Susan Fritz, Ph.D., as well as a Q&A forum
with female students.
(See complete list of events in Appendix 2.)

The second day, at a formal invitational seminar, RFI
and McKinley tapped into the combined knowledge
and experience of 24 Nebraskans who have already
taken steps to improve the state’s broadband
connection — or have a vested interest in doing so
in the future. The meeting was organized into two
segments:

1. Addresses by Dr. Reimers-Hild and RFI Founding
Executive Director Chuck Schroeder (retired) and a
presentation by McKinley.
2. A small-group brainstorming session led by RFI
Director of Leadership Engagement Dr. Helen Fagan.
(See brainstorming results in Appendix 3.)

“We feel we achieved all three of RFI’s goals
for this visit,” said Reimers-Hild. “We gained a
deep understanding of what it really takes to
move technology forward. It not only has to be a
collaborative process for efficiency and resources,
but also for the sake of truly addressing the proper
challenges with the right solutions.”

Right: The Future is Female Forum featured a fishbowl-style Q&A with female student
leaders. McKinley answered questions for three hours straight.
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LOSE THIS
HEADLINE?

FROM TECHNOLOGY
TO HUMANITY:
THE VISION UNFOLDS
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M

icrosoft’s mission is to “empower every person
on the planet to achieve more without leaving
anyone behind.”
The company is known for creating a long line of
consumer electronics and software products, so you
would think Microsoft leaders would feel they already
have contributed to helping people achieve more.
However, as McKinley explained to her Nebraska
audiences, thought leaders at Microsoft realized
people were being left behind because not everyone
could connect to the internet to take advantage
of the amazing array of services and benefits. So,
the company took on the challenge of broadband
connection through its Airband Initiative, partnering
with a broad range of other companies that are
developing solutions to enable internet connectivity
in underserved communities.

Where white space technology is available, it works
in tandem with wireless and cable to cover a defined
geographical area. According to McKinley, it should
be possible to use this mix of technologies to “reduce
a 60-billion-dollar problem to a 10-billion-dollar
problem.”
White space technology is still in development, and
not surprisingly there are some challenges. For
example, McKinley said the FCC is hesitant to release
the frequencies needed to make white spaces work
well enough to be viable. Other challenges include
driving down the cost of hardware and service
delivery to make connection affordable, as well as
finding the money needed to put infrastructure into
place and implementing solutions that are tailored
properly to local areas.

The Airband Initiative has three aspects:
▸▸ Projects with partners, and reinvestment of
proceeds in the projects.
▸▸ Digital skills training for people of all ages.
▸▸ Investment by others through technology licensing,
which serves as a catalyst for market investments.
Microsoft’s goal isn’t to gain direct profit for the
company from the projects. They know a stronger
infrastructure ultimately will be good for everyone —
including Microsoft.
A consulting company helped Microsoft identify a
key part of the problem: Technology of the past is
being used to solve 21st-Century challenges. The
solution, they said, is to employ a mix of existing
and new technology to bring service to more rural
areas. That led Microsoft to study, advocate for and
help implement a new technology: television white
spaces.
TV white spaces are unused frequencies in the
wireless spectrum that exist between the frequencies
used for television stations. White space technology
can send signals through trees and buildings, so
it provides the technical ability to offer internet
connection to parts of the country that can’t receive
satellite or cable connection.

EFFECTIVE BROADBAND
TECHNOLOGY MIX
The Boston Consulting Group
completed a directional study on
broadband coverage for Microsoft.
According to the study, the ideal
solution for any geographic area is
a tailored mix of technologies.
FIXED WIRELESS AND LIMITED FIBER:

Use for communities with density
greater than 200 people per square
mile.
SATELLITE: Use in areas with a

population density of less than two
people per square mile.
WHITE SPACES: Used in communities

with a population density between
two and 200 people per square
mile, which accounts for 80 percent
of the underserved rural population.
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These challenges must be solved, McKinley said,
because broadband access has become a commodity
— a utility as important as telephone, natural gas or
electricity. This makes internet connection a matter
of national importance, and all stakeholders must
work together to come up with solutions, while at
the same time solving problems
unique to each community.

have been surprising for some attendees: artificial
intelligence. AI can help researchers analyze
connection data — and many other kinds of data —
quickly, she explained. It can provide reports and
test scenarios that would be virtually impossible for
human minds to produce. Further, AI can help diverse
individuals access the internet.
One example already available
is screen-reader software that
allows blind people to hear onscreen text.

"”

One of the most critical needs
related to broadband connection
is determining exactly who does
and doesn’t currently have
access. Microsoft discovered
that the census data it used to
estimate connection needs was
inaccurate. Among other things,
it wildly underestimated how
many people are connected and
—
some listed providers for certain
areas do not actually provide service in those areas.
Microsoft and others are looking at ways to gather
more accurate data and keep it updated.

AI IS A
GAME
CHANGER.

To take visual accessibility to a
new level, Microsoft recently
launched an ongoing research
project called “Seeing AI” that
is exploring ways to open up the
visual world by automatically
Shelley McKinley verbally describing nearby
people, text and objects for
the visually impaired through their smartphones.
McKinley demonstrated the app during the meeting.

At the invitational seminar, McKinley’s discussion
about white spaces and the need for accurate data
evolved to a depth and a new technology that may

Below: McKinley (middle with phone) demonstrates Microsoft’s
“Seeing AI” app during a student leadership dinner.
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CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
BROADBAND REVOLUTION
When we are hearing about new apps that help
blind people “see,” it’s difficult to argue with the idea
that broadband connection is needed everywhere.
Most people can tell you why it’s needed. Broadband
is part of the digital revolution that has been going
on since the middle of the last century. This digital
revolution has been called the “Fourth Industrial
Revolution” due to the broad scope and complexity
of the transformations this next technological level
will bring about.
There will be challenges to overcome during this
revolution just as there were in other industrial
revolutions. When the horse and buggy were
replaced with cars, entire industries were lost. When
water and steam provided the power to mechanize
production, people lost their jobs and had to find
new ways to make a living.
The key, McKinley said, is for local, state and national
stakeholders to work together as partners to see
opportunities within this revolution’s challenges.

The Challenges
LEADERSHIP. No matter what direction rural
connection goes and no matter what new technology
is implemented, we must identify and nurture diverse
leaders who have a contemporary sense of hightouch needs and high-tech solutions.
LOCALITY. Every community has unique needs,
and the technology solutions designed by providers
must fit. That means local leaders, residents
and businesses must be consulted as technology
solutions are researched, planned and implemented.

PROFITABILITY. All solutions must be sustainable,
which means they must be profitable, even with
state and federal infrastructure funding. We must
determine where funding is coming from to carry
out technological capabilities. The FCC put a system
in place through which urban users pay slightly
higher fees to subsidize rural users, but the dialogue
continues on how much our society values universal
connection.
FORESIGHT. As soon as one technology becomes
usable, a new technology is already in line to take its
place. We must not just adapt to current technologies
but project our communities’ needs into the future.
INCLUSIVITY. We need to ensure that diverse
populations have access to equal technologies and
therefore equal opportunities. That means end users
must be part of the conversation from the beginning
as we create the technology and establish the
infrastructure.
PRIVACY. How do we balance innovation,
technological advancement and the collection of
data for AI with protections for privacy and other
rights? We must be responsible with data gathered
about people and make sure they know what’s being
done (provide transparency).
ETHICS. As a society, we need to find a way to be
comfortable with AI. “If machines make decisions,”
McKinley explained, “it needs to be done ethically.
This means people with humanities backgrounds
need to work side by side with engineers to take into
account human values.”

REGULATION. Local, state and national policy is
needed in order to provide regulatory certainty before
investments can be made in new technologies such
as white spaces. Microsoft has added its voice by
lobbying for broadband connection in Washington,
D.C., and across the U.S.
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HIGH-TOUCH QUALITY OF
LIFE THROUGH HIGH-TECH
EQUIPMENT AND APPLICATIONS
It’s tempting to focus solely on hardware and software
when discussing these issues, because technology is
so compelling. But McKinley underscored the need
to move the discussion beyond tech to humanity. The
whole idea of improved technology is that it will make
people’s lives better — technology has no meaning
without human use. We need to be asking questions
about diversity and inclusion, ultimate benefits,
responsible use, unique needs of local citizens and
other human considerations.

uses technology to achieve precision conservation
to help farmers and fishing enterprises produce
more food while using fewer resources. The efficient
gathering of data and use of cloud computing
applications has allowed people in the Bay area to
spend less time wrestling with technology, which
gives them more time to spend on what counts:
conservation plans and practices.

McKinley pointed out that the environment has been
identified as a formidable area
of challenge for our world;
better data, AI and connection
to cloud applications through
broadband can help us meet
DELIVERING BROADBAND TO MY
the environmental challenges
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS IN RURAL of the coming decades.

"”

Human uses of technology are
unmistakably needed in rural
areas. Drawing on more than
20 years as a service provider,
Matt Larsen of Vistabeam
put it simply: “Broadband
connectivity is needed to
COMMUNITIES IS WHAT DRIVES ME
McKinley also shared a
make sure that the businesses
TO KEEP WORKING, TO MEET THE
and residents of rural areas CHALLENGES OF BUILDING BROADBAND personal example from her
own life. McKinley’s late
have access to the knowledge,
NETWORKS
IN
THESE
AREAS.
grandmother lived in rural
services and entertainment
Missouri. Her doctors were
that will help them build
– Matt Larsen, CE0, Vistabeam an hour and a half away in
innovative businesses, share
Columbia and, even though
knowledge and make connections with other people
she drove until she was 91 years old, she didn’t like
around the world.”
making the trip. McKinley imagined her grandmother
A few illustrations of the power of broadband Larsen
getting healthcare over the internet, reducing stress
has seen during his tenure as a provider:
and making care more efficient and frequent.
▸▸ Parents using Skype to talk with their son in Iraq
for the first time in months.
▸▸ Children exploring new subjects and
traditional online learning opportunities.

non-

“These are huge issues that can be tackled with
the internet, and underpinning that are all of the
advances we’re seeing in technology,” McKinley said.

During the public meeting and invitational seminar,
McKinley shared a few examples of her own to help
the group focus on the human aspects of technology.

Marty Fattig, CEO of Nemaha County Hospital in
Auburn, Nebraska, warned against seeing technology
as more than a means to an end when it comes to
healthcare: “Technology is just a tool to assist with
healthcare delivery, but we still need to focus on the
human touch. Many of us saw the results of focusing
too much on the technology when we first installed
our electronic medical records — we focused on the
computer to the point that the patients felt we were
disengaged.”

A Microsoft project in Chesapeake Bay, for example,

According to McKinley, artificial intelligence has

▸▸ Business owners
efficiently.

running

businesses

more

▸▸ Telecommuters moving from big cities to small
towns, so they can enjoy the rural lifestyle.
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emerged as a critical technological doorway that
allows society to use big datasets and machine
learning to develop deep insights and then take
intelligent action.
“There are things that we couldn’t perceive before as
humans,” McKinley said. “But, it’s important to say
that it’s when you combine humans and technology,
you get the best results.”

LEADING COMMUNITIES — AND
THE WORLD — INTO THE FUTURE
Microsoft is one of many organizations throughout
the U.S. and the world working to solve all of these
issues and develop new technology. However,
some of the most important work toward improved
internet connection takes place on smaller stages,
within communities. Seminar attendees meeting
with McKinley and RFI represented a wide variety of
Nebraska individuals and organizations, including
leaders and spokespeople from government,
education, private enterprise and healthcare, among
others.
The small groups formed during the seminar were
high-energy sessions where local and state leaders
talked fast, shared their knowledge and concerns and
showed support for one another. People introduced
themselves to one another, combined ideas, formed
critical questions, identified new challenges and
explored solutions within groups. In many cases,
people found that their goals and opportunities are
similar. There also were conflicting goals, which is to
be expected.
McKinley’s ultimate challenge to all attendees was
to work together to sort out what can be a confusing
array of directions organizations are going and find
ways to collaborate to solve problems. RFI, as a host
for all the events, represents the unique catalyst
role an academic institution can play to help bring
together all of these players in broadband connection
and the future of technology.
“The University has kind of a dual role — that is

"”

RFI NEEDS TO BE INVOLVED IN THE
CONVERSATION AROUND TECHNOLOGY’S
IMPACT ON RURAL COMMUNITIES AND
LEADING THE EFFORT. IT IS IN THE
PERFECT POSITION TO BE THAT LEADER.
RURAL-URBAN COLLABORATION IS GOING
TO BE CRITICAL FOR THE SUCCESS
OF THIS STATE, AND LEADERSHIP IS
ALWAYS IMPORTANT WHEN INNOVATION
AND CHANGE ARE IN QUESTION.
— Marty Fattig, CEO,
Nemaha County Hospital
helping to push the state forward, but also having
ears there to listen to what’s going on,” said Brian
Thompson, Vice President of External Relations
for Consolidated Companies, Inc., a rural internet
service provider in central Nebraska. Some of the
attendees pointed out that government bodies have
a similar umbrella role to play in ratifying effective
policy to support diverse connectivity goals.
Accomplishing what’s needed to take us into and
beyond the Fourth Industrial Revolution will not
only require contributions from all of us — it will
take exceptional leadership, and not just from those
who currently are in positions of responsibility. It
will require the education and preparation of a new
generation of agile, knowledgeable, diverse leaders.
Our leaders must take into account every one of
the challenges previously listed: diversity, finance,
efficiency, ethics, future thinking and much more.
In fact, leadership is probably the lynchpin that
will hold every other aspect of rural broadband
expansion together.
Microsoft gives us a model for moving forward.
The company has committed generous resources
to jumpstart the nation’s efforts toward better
connection in a transparent, inclusive manner that
should inspire Nebraska’s stakeholders and lend us
the confidence we need to create a thriving ruralwith-urban future.
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OUTCOMES:

AI, DATA, LEADERSHIP
& COLLABORATION
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I

n addition to learning about Microsoft’s work,
event attendees had a unique opportunity to
interact with others they may never have otherwise
met. The overarching premise of the event series was
to find solutions. There are many moving parts, but
the hope is that attendees found increased clarity in
their search for solutions and understanding of the
roles they and their communities might play going
forward.
Several clear subthemes emerged that could be
considered outcomes of this effort.
BEYOND THE NORM. To make sure no one gets left
behind, it’s imperative that any technology solutions
for rural citizens take into account the unique
characteristics of local populations, as well as the
diverse needs of residents with different backgrounds
and abilities. We need to embrace diversity, not only
finding technology to get every citizen connected,
but bridging gaps of understanding between us and
using the talents of all to advance humanity.
BEYOND TECHNOLOGY. Microsoft’s experiences
in broadband research demonstrate that technology
is only the beginning of the discussion. We need
to think about how technology affects human
beings in life-improving areas such as healthcare,
jobs, entrepreneurship and education — how we
can put new technologies to work for real people.
Engineers need to work alongside social scientists
and humanities experts to create truly meaningful
solutions. Some of the best Nebraska opportunities
within this realm involve healthcare technology, and
the University of Nebraska Medical Center is already
making progress that aligns with other Nebraska
stakeholders.
BEYOND RURAL. Although concerns remain about
the well-being of rural citizens and communities, as
indicated in the Hudson Institute study and many
other sources, we have reason to believe a practical,
effective answer to rural issues involves widening
our focus beyond rural to all citizens. Rural and
urban communities are inexorably intertwined,
and improving the well-being of all means finding
solutions that merge our needs.

BEYOND BROADBAND. We can no longer talk
simply about today’s broadband. Any progress we
make as a state and as a nation must create a way
to vet and manage future technologies. In addition to
thinking beyond today’s technology, we need to work
together to create a culture (rural-with-urban and
urban-with-rural) that can accommodate constant
advancements.
BEYOND TODAY’S LEADERS. Students are the
leaders of our future and the ones who must look
beyond the next new technical device to prepare
society for ongoing cultural advancement. In the
next generation, our leaders must not only be techfluent, they must be sensitive to diverse needs of
human beings, which means leaders need to be
diverse as well. Preparation of next-gen leaders who
can successfully coordinate both high-tech and hightouch solutions across lines of diversity may not
happen naturally, so guidance and ongoing support
are probably needed.
BEYOND SILOS. It is going to take all of us to raise
our society to a level of equal access that will make
it possible for our world to become what we know it
can be. Next steps need to encompass innovative,
authentic collaborations we might not have seen
before that lead to action, not just talk. RFI can help
by taking a leadership role in identifying genuine
needs and opportunities, reaching beyond Nebraska
to connect with national and global stakeholders,
then convening thought leaders and achievers of all
sizes and disciplines.
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ROLES &
ACTIONS
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N

ot every idea offered up during these events will
come to fruition. However, the more stakeholders
collaborate and the longer the discussions continue,
the clearer and more concrete the opportunities
and solutions will become. Many people, institutions
and community groups have a role to play in the
advancement of humanity through the use of
technology. As a beginning, we see the following
roles and actions for the stakeholders involved in
this experience with McKinley and Microsoft — these
are pieces of the puzzle that will continue to come
together as we all do what we can to move humanity
forward into a sustainable future.

"”

THE BEST WAY
TO PREDICT THE
FUTURE IS TO
INVENT IT.
— Microsoft video

MICROSOFT

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA

Microsoft is a willing, open, engaged partner, seeking
action-oriented partners from Nebraska and many
other places to create a better future for people
living in rural and urban America. It is working on
behalf of rural America via the company’s contacts in
Washington, D.C., and providing high-touch-sensitive
technology that reflects the world’s diversity and the
profound needs of real people.

The University is playing a significant role in
defining the path forward for Nebraska and creating
technology-savvy humanities graduates who can
serve as leaders alongside engineers to ensure
we build human values into technology products.
Through RFI’s ongoing outreach efforts, NU can help
determine how technology, leaders, providers and
rural residents will interact.

RURAL FUTURES INSTITUTE

COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDERS

RFI is pursuing focused, meaningful, high-impact
work that addresses not only Nebraska’s rural
opportunities, but opportunities that benefit both
rural and urban communities and residents in
Nebraska and beyond — possibilities that create
a thriving future of abundance for all. It is serving
as the University’s leading edge on rural issues in
national and international forums and providing key
catalyzing knowledge in many forms according to
need.

Within both rural and urban communities
stakeholders are successfully taking actions to
improve broadband connection for all. They are
reaching out for new opportunities to collaborate
and taking responsibility to move forward.
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CONCLUSION:

A NEW KIND OF COLLABORATION
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Shelley McKinley gives her public presentation, “Let’s Connect The World To Change
The World” , at the Raikes School of Computer Science & Management.

D

uring her public presentation, McKinley casually
took off her lapel microphone, sharing it with Matt
Larsen, CEO of Vistabeam, so he could weigh in and
answer questions with her. This unselfish moment, as
much as any other during her visit to NU, symbolizes
the message McKinley brought to Nebraska: We
must shed our predispositions and hesitations and
work together to find solutions that benefit us all.
Not just technology solutions, but human solutions.
Not just rural solutions, but people solutions.
McKinley is an open, willing, sincere leader
who earned the respect of every individual who
interacted with her. She tirelessly answered student
questions for an extra hour, until 10 p.m., after a day
full of events that began at 8 a.m. With intellectual
sophistication, she discussed complex topics
including technology, culture, diversity, leadership,
mission and purpose, while at the same time listening
earnestly to concerns, validating them and exploring
ideas optimistically. She encouraged discussion and

discovery. If she didn’t know an answer, she was
quick to ask someone within the group to take the
stage.
We truly are all in this together with boundaries
between us blurring more every day. It is now
becoming critical that we think of ourselves as
a global community, both rural and urban — a
multifaceted society that needs input from every
diverse member of our global family.
Broadband connection for rural Americans is only
a beginning. It’s an important part of this Fourth
Industrial Revolution, to be sure. But we can’t stop
there. This report is a catalyst to take us beyond
discussions of technology and into collaborations
that help us improve life for stakeholders ranging
from international corporations to heart patients
in the middle of the Nebraska Sandhills. We must
stand together resolutely, formulate clear plans for
change, and move past definitions and technologies
of the past, so we can work together to become the
world we know we can be.
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▸▸ A Rural Broadband Strategy: Connecting Rural America to New Opportunities (July
2017). Microsoft; https://blogs.microsoft.com/uploads/2017/07/Rural-BroadbandStrategy-Microsoft-Whitepaper-FINAL-7-10-17.pdf. Accessed May 6, 2018.

▸▸ Microsoft television commercial about AI changing the future: https://www.ispot.
tv/ad/wUDH/microsoft-corporation-empowering-innovators-featuring-common.

▸▸ New York Times article on machine decisions and the right of humans to
understand what machines are doing in order to make decisions to benefit humans:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/21/magazine/can-ai-be-taught-to-explain-itself.
html?smprod=nytcore-ipad&smid=nytcore-ipad-share.

▸▸ Microsoft video on cognitive services, breakthroughs enabling intelligence, making
them easily accessible to developers who create applications. “Give your apps the
human side:” https://www.youtube.com/.

▸▸ The Fourth Industrial Revolution: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/thefourth-industrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-how-to-respond/.

▸▸ Encouraging Girls To Stay In STEM: https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/shelleymckinley/encouraging-girls-to-stay_b_16406074.html.

▸▸ Microsoft blogs by Shelley McKinley: https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/
author/smckinley/.

▸▸ Microsoft’s Corporate Responsibility Report: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
about/corporate-responsibility/.

▸▸ Report on RFI’s Address to Tufts/Harvard on Rural-Urban Collaboration: http://
ruralfutures.nebraska.edu/tufts/.

▸▸ Report on RFI’s collaboration with rural Japanese entrepreneurs: http://
ruralfutures.nebraska.edu/rfi-connects-fierce-rural-innovators-from-japan-andnebraska/.

▸▸ 2017 Report to the President of the United States from the Task Force on
Agriculture and Rural Prosperity, United States Department of Agriculture: https://
www.usda.gov/sites/default/files/documents/rural-prosperity-report.pdf.

▸▸ Measuring Broadband America - 2014, Federal Communications Commission:
https://www.fcc.gov/reports-research/reports/measuring-broadband-america/
measuring-broadband-america-2014.

▸▸ The Economic Impact of Rural Broadband, Hudson Institute, 2016: https://www.
hudson.org/research/12428-the-economic-impact-of-rural-broadband.

▸▸ Digitized Labor, “The Impact of the Broadband Internet on Employment,” Raul
L. Katz. Abstract accessed online on June 7, 2018: https://link.springer.com/
chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-78420-5_6.
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APPENDIX 1:

LIST OF EVENT INVITEES
INVITATIONAL SEMINAR
Attendees include University leadership, state government representatives,
private sector broadband and technology company leaders, faculty from key
areas such as healthcare, education and entrepreneurship.

Anne Byers
eHealth & Community Information
Technology Manager
Nebraska Information Technology
Commission
Eric Carstenson
President
Nebraska Telecommunications
Association
Kathy Carstenson
Business Sales Director
ALLO Communications
Brent Comstock
CEO and Founder
BCom Solutions/Rural Impact Hub
H. Dele Davies
Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs
University of Nebraska Medical
Center
Chad Davis
Assistant General Manager
NET Nebraska
Kristen Derr
Professor, Child, Youth & Family
Studies
University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Marty Fattig
CEO
Nemaha County Hospital
RFI Community Innovation Fellow

Greg Karst
Executive Associate Dean
College of Allied Health
Professions
University of Nebraska Medical
Center
RFI Faculty Fellow
Jaci Klein
Director of Foundation Relations
University of Nebraska Foundation
Matt Larsen
Owner and CEO
Vistabeam, Inc.
Jamie Loizzo
Professor of Agricultural
Leadership, Education and
Communication
University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Matt Miller
Professor
Community Science & Information
Technology
University of Nebraska at Kearney

Charlotte Narjes
Special Projects Coordinator
University of Nebraska Extension
Mary Ridder
Commissioner
Public Service Commission
Dave Rippe
Director
Nebraska Economic Development
Cullen Robbins
Director of Communications
Nebraska Public Service
Commission
Tom Rolfes
Education Information Technology
Manager
Nebraska Information Technology
Commission
Brian Thompson
VP of External Relations
Consolidated Companies, Inc.

Chad Mohling
Enterprise Account Executive
NebraskaLink
Peggy Moore
Director of E-Learning
University of Nebraska Medical
Center
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FACULTY
LUNCHEON

STUDENT
DINNER

STUDENT
FORUM

Faculty integrating technology,
leadership and entrepreneurship.

Student leaders talked tech and
entrepreneurship with McKinley.

Led by students; fishbowl-style
Q&A for female student leaders.

Susan Fritz, Ph.D.
Executive Vice President and
Provost
University of Nebraska

Katy Bagniewski
Agricultural Communication

Alice Akers
Agricultural Communication

Joseph Brugger
Applied Science

Katy Bagniewski
Agricultural Communication

Emily Coffey
Pre-Law

Hannah Borg
Agricultural Communication

Cheyenne Gerlach
Integrated Science

Blanche Butera
Integrated Science

Thomas Hoxmeier
Advertising and Public Relations

Emma Clausen
Software Engineering

Surin Kim, M.B.A.
Assistant Professor
College of Education & Human
Sciences
Extension Specialist in
Entrepreneurship
Nebraska Extension
University of Nebraska–Lincoln

Maci Hunke
Elementary and Special Education

Emily Coffey
Pre-Law

Amber Ross
Agribusiness

Emily Frenzen
Agricultural Communication

Grant Suddarth
Agricutural Economics

Cheyenne Gerlach
Integrated Science

Jamie Loizzo, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Agricultural and Environmental
Science Communication
University of Nebraska–Lincoln

Jake Wilkens
Agricultural Education

Michayla Goedeken
Integrated Science

Lindsay Hastings, Ph.D.
Director
Nebraska Human Resources
Institute
Assistant Professor
Agricultural Leadership, Education
& Communication
University of Nebraska–Lincoln

Jessica Shoemaker, J.D.
Associate Professor
College of Law
University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Deb Weitzenkamp, Ph.D.
Extension Educator
Kimmel Education & Research
Center
University of Nebraska–Lincoln

Emma Himes
English and Global Studies
Anna Kobza
Animal Science
Sydni Lienemann
Agricultural Economics
Maya Mercer
Management and Marketing
Vanessa Nkesha
Integrated Science
Halle Ramsey
Agricultural Communication
Amber Ross
Agribusiness
Jessie Rudolph
Agricultural Communication
Ryley Thomas
Environmental Studies
Jessica Weeder
Agribusiness
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APPENDIX 2:

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 2018
8:30-10:00

Podcast interview with Dr. Connie Reimers-Hild & Katelyn Ideus

11:00-12:00

University of Nebraska–Lincoln (UNL) Engler Agribusiness & Entrepreneurship
Program meet and greet with tour

12:00-1:30

Faculty Luncheon

2:00-2:30

Tour of Jeffrey S. Raikes School of Computer Science & Management

3:00-4:00

Public Presentation: Let’s Connect The World To Change The World

4:30-5:00

Meeting with University of Nebraska President Hank Bounds

5:00-6:30

In Good Company Dinner with students

7:00-9:00

The Future is Female Forum with students

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 2018
11:15-11:30

Facebook Live with Chuck Schroeder & Katelyn Ideus

12:00-3:00

Invitational Seminar

3:00-4:30

Reception

5:30

Dinner with Ronnie Green, UNL Chancellor; Mike Boehm, UNL Vice Chancellor;
Chuck Hibberd, Dean of Nebraska Extension; Chuck Schroeder; Dr. Reimers-Hild

FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 2018
9:00

Key takeaways and next steps at breakfast with Dr. Reimers-Hild, Katelyn Ideus,
Theresa Klein
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APPENDIX 3:

INVITATIONAL SEMINAR
RESULTS
The following lists were created by moderators at each
of three stations during the small group brainstorming
session at the RFI/Microsoft invitational seminar.
Small groups rotated to each station to participate in
answering three important questions. The questions were
designed to help the group identify the most important
considerations to help improve rural broadband
connection in Nebraska. As you can see, the discussion
reached far beyond rural broadband to artificial
intelligence (AI) and the human goals that can be
achieved through technology. A composite list from each
question is provided below.

Question 1

Artificial Intelligence Use
▸▸ AI has increased knowledge due to access of data
▸▸ Communities are using AI to make community
development decisions
▸▸ AI has improved ag and food production
▸▸ Healthcare professionals are using AI to practice
at the top of their field
Technology Development
▸▸ Better technology that allows service providers to
provide service farther out
▸▸ Smarter devices that demand higher speeds

It’s five years from now, what have we
accomplished?

▸▸ Increased technology that provides more
bandwidth to do tasks

Public Policy/Planning Implications

Outcomes

▸▸ The FCC broadband buildout has been
accomplished (but at what speed?)

▸▸ Rural broadband IS a priority

▸▸ State policies are in place to incentivize
broadband development
▸▸ Nebraska has a statewide plan with all divisions
brought in (i.e., government, DED, etc.)
▸▸ Statewide visions for the future
▸▸ Correct incentives are in place to deploy
broadband for the entire state
▸▸ Governance in place for managing AI data
(privacy, etc.)

▸▸ Nebraska is a pilot for testing AI, healthcare, etc.,
in rural
▸▸ Nebraska is a model for sustaining rural
healthcare without having a hospital
▸▸ Nebraska has more self-sustaining communities
▸▸ Educational access and learning is enhanced
▸▸ Broadband is affordable for everyone
▸▸ Agricultural processes are highly efficient
▸▸ Nebraska is more health-focused from using AI
and tech devices
▸▸ Telehealth has transformed the healthcare
industry
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Question 2

Question 3

How do we create exponential change through
technology?

What role would you/your organization be
willing to play in making that happen?

Tasks

Public Policy Considerations

▸▸ Make educational opportunities available where
people are

▸▸ Serve on Nebraska Rural Broadband Taskforce
(LB994)

▸▸ Use AI and improved data collection tools to
improve efficiencies in economic development,
agriculture, education, decision-making, etc.

▸▸ Tailor policies to incentivize broadband buildout

▸▸ Increase connectivity and collaboration to allow
for better data analytics, access to education,
workforce development, and civic engagement

▸▸ Shape public policy by encouraging legislative
support
▸▸ Expand the Nebraska Broadband Initiative/
Partnership

▸▸ Decrease cost of technology, making it more
accessible to all

▸▸ Modernize the contribution methodology to the
Nebraska Universal Service Fund

▸▸ Implement public policy that supports/optimizes
broadband development and innovation

▸▸ Implement a consolidated telecom industry

▸▸ Simplify use and increase user buy-in and
adoption
▸▸ Consider upload speed in the definition of
acceptable broadband
▸▸ Security/privacy issues addressed

▸▸ Establish broadband grants
Adoption/Access
▸▸ Measuring broadband
▸▸ Implement AI use in the healthcare field

Outcomes

▸▸ Use AI within healthcare to reduce the need for
primary care doctors onsite

▸▸ Increase in life expectancy

▸▸ Educate K-12 students on technology use

▸▸ Increased quality of life

▸▸ Implement broadband solutions

▸▸ Increase in the number of sustainable, selfsufficient communities

▸▸ Use AI to accelerate the engineering required for
development in rural areas

▸▸ Ability to access the world virtually

▸▸ Push for 100 percent user adoption

▸▸ Smaller ag businesses able to utilize precision ag
and AI to increase profitability

▸▸ Convene, connect and communicate to build
consensus

▸▸ Use of AI to increase business efficiency/data
analysis

▸▸ Build capacity in smaller communities and
connect via “building the highway”
▸▸ Design/build a Nebraska rural broadband
network
▸▸ Use of AI within Nebraska Extension programs
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